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AIM AND OBJECTIVES
1.

To understand the fundamentals of FACTS Controllers

2.

To understand

the importance of controllable parameters and types of FACTS

controllers and their benefits

PRE TEST
1. If a line is considered with negligible power losses, then the real power transmitted
will be proportional to ___________
a) sinδ
b) cosδ
c) δ
d) sin2δ
2. The change in real power P produces little effect on receiving end voltage because
a) The voltage drop associated with this change is in phase with reference

voltage
b) The voltage drop associated with this change is in quadrature with reference
voltage
c) The voltage drop associated with this change has no relation with reference
voltage
d) The voltage drop associated with this change is 180 degree with reference
voltage
3. If a line is considered with negligible power losses, then the real power transmitted

will be proportional to ______ and the reactive power drop is proportional to ____
a) sinδ, voltage drop across line
b) cosδ, voltage drop across line
c) δ, voltage drop across line
d) voltage drop across line, sinδ
4. Choose the most feasible method for raising the power to be delivered at the reactive
end.
(i)Reducing the line reactance
(ii)Raising the voltage level
a) (i)
b) (ii)
c) (i), (ii)
d) None of the methods
5. The change in reactive power Q produces large effect on receiving end voltage
because
a) The voltage drop associated with this change is in phase with reference

voltage
b) The voltage drop associated with this change is in quadrature with reference

voltage
c) The voltage drop associated with this change has no relation with reference

voltage
d) None of above

6. Power system stability means
a) Power system remains in a state of equilibrium under normal operating

condition
b) To restore an acceptable state of equilibrium after a disturbance

c) Both a and b
d)None of above
7. The operation of OLTC does
a) Improve voltage stability
b) Not improve voltage stability

c) Not comment on voltage stability
d) Improve power factor

8. Line compensation improve power system operation by
a) Keeping voltage closer to nominal value
b) Reduces line current and losses
c) Enhance stability
d) All of above

9. For certain geometry and operating voltage of the uncompensated transmission line,
the ratio of power transfer capability to the surge impedance loading with increase in
length
a)Increases
b)Remains unchanged
c)Decreases
d)Uncertain
10. A lossless radial transmission line with surge impedance loading
a)Takes negative VAr at sending end and zero VAr at receiving end
b)Takes positive VAr at sending end and zero VAr at receiving end
c)Has flat voltage profile and unity power factor at all points along it
d)Has sending end voltage higher than receiving end voltage and unity power
factor

THEORY BEHIND
2.1

INTRODUCTION TO THE FACTS:
A Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System (FACTS) is a system

composed of power electronics based equipments which can be applied individually or in
coordination with others to control one or more of the interrelated system parameters,
such as series impedance, shunt impedance, current, voltage, and damping of oscillations
to enhance the controllability and increase the power transfer capability of the power
system network.
2.2 Brief Description and Definition of FACTS Controllers:

Flexibility of Electric Power transmission: The ability to accommodate changes in the
electric transmission system or operating conditions while maintaining

sufficient

steady-state and transient margins
Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS): Alternating current transmission systems
incorporating power electronic-based and other static controllers to enhance
controllability and increase power transfer capability.
It is worthwhile to note the words “other static controllers” in this definition of
FACTS implying that there can be other static controllers which are not based on power
electronics.
FACTS Controller: A power electronic-based system and other static equipment that
provide control of one or more AC transmission system parameters.
2.3

FACTS TECHNOLOGY

The parameters that govern the operation of transmission system includes .
 Series impedance
 Shunt impedance
 Current
 Voltage
 Phase and
 Damping of oscillations at various frequencies below the required system
frequency.
Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS) are used in power system for controlling
power flows, increasing stability, increasing transfer capability and providing access between
different areas in the power system.
The FACTS controllers can enable power flow control through the control of one of
more of the following parameters:
 Line reactance’s
 Phase angle δ, when it is too large.
 Active power flow: Achieved by injecting a voltage in series with line and at
90°phase with line current.
 Active & reactive power flow : By injecting voltage in series with line but at

variable phase angle .
 Magnitude of the sending or receiving voltage.
 Variation of line reactance with a series controller and regulating the voltage
with a shunt controller. This can control both active and reactive power.
2.4 Types of Compensation:
Shunt Compensation
Series Compensation
2.4.1 Shunt Compensation

 In a weak power system

the voltage control is achieved by means of parallel

compensation or shunt which

is applied to increase the power quality and

improvement of the voltage profile for a variety of system load conditions.
 Shunt compensation are employed

as ‘local’ remedy against voltage collapse that

can occur in the event of starting of large induction machines that are connected to
the system.
 In post faults conditions , the machines increases the load the power system heavily
with increased reactive power consumption. In such post fault scenarios the best
solution is to inject capacitive power , for example by using an either SVC or
STATCOM or just switched capacitors.
 The reactive current that is injected into the transmission system maintains the
voltage magnitude and also the transmittable active power (P) is increased but at the
same time more reactive power (Q) has to be injected.
P = (2V2/X)sin(ᵟ/2)
Q = (2V2/X)[1-cos(ᵟ/2)]
2.4.2

Series Compensation

 In Series Compensation the transfer reactance in bulk transmission network are
altered.
 The Series Compensation results is a significant increase in the transmission system
transient and voltage stability of the power system.
 The series compensation concept is extremely straight forward and cost effective
since Series Compensation has the self regulating property as its reactive power
output follows the variations in the transmission line current .

 Since the thyristor controlled series capacitors

dynamically modulate the ohms

provided by the inserted capacitor which adds another controllability dimension of
providing

inter-area damping of prospective low frequency electromechanical

oscillations.. Due to this dynamic modulation in case of the series compensation
results giving immunity to the Sub Synchronous Resonance (SSR).
 Referring to the equation given below , a series capacitor reduces the line impedance
X hence the transmission real power P will increase.
 Series compensation in its simplest form comprises of fixed series compensator that
reduces the transmission angle thus providing stability enhancement.
 Series compensation improves the system stability , the transmission capacity of the
power system in both the radial or bulk power transmission systems .
 In case of the meshed power systems , the Series Compensation is adopted to

balance the loads in case of parallel transmission system.
 In series compensation , the line impedance X is decreased so as to increase the

transmittable active power (P), however more reactive power (Q) must be provided .
P = [V2/(X – Xc)]sinᵟ
Q = [V2/(X – Xc)]{1- cosᵟ}

3 BASIC TYPES OF FACTS CONTROLLERS:
In general FACTS controllers can be divided into four categories.


Series controllers



Shunt controllers



Combined series-series controllers



Combined series-shunt controller

3.1 SERIES CONTROLLER:


A series controller is made up of a variable impedance Thyristor
Controlled Series Compensator ( TCSC) like a capacitor

or an

inductor or a power electronic switched device Static Synchronous Seies
Compensator (SSSC) of variable source with either mains frequency or
sub harmonic frequency.


In Series controller a voltage is injected in series with the transmission
line.



the series controller only supplies or consumes variable reactive power
until the voltage is in phase quadrature with the line current.



For any other phase relationship

excepting this quadrature relationship

the real power will also has to be handled.
APPLICATIONS:

Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator ( TCSC)
1. Thyristor Controlled series Compensator (TCSC/TSSC)
a. current control
b. Transient and dynamic Stability Voltage stability
c. Damping oscillations

STATIC SYNCHRONOUS SEIES COMPENSATOR(SSSC)
2. Static synchronous series Compensator (SSSC)

a. current control
b. Transient and dynamic Stability Voltage stability
c. Damping oscillations

3.2 SHUNT CONTROLLER:
 A shunt controller can be variable impedance (SVC), variable source
(STATCOM) or combination of both .

 Shunt controller inject current into the transmission line of the power system
at the point of common coupling through a coupling transformer.
 The shunt controller only supplies or consumes variable reactive power till
the injected current is in quadrature with line voltage of the power system.
 Phase relationships other than the quadrature will involve real power also.
APPLICATIONS:

1. Static VAR Compensator (SVC,TSC,TCR)
a. Voltage control VAR compensation
b. Transient and dynamic Stability Voltage stability
c. Damping oscillations

STATCOM
3. Static synchronous Compensator (STATCOM)
a. Voltage control VAR compensation
b. Transient and dynamic Stability Voltage stability
c. Damping oscillations

3.3 COMBINED SERIES-SERIES CONTROLLERS
 Combined Series-Series Controllers could be a combination of separate series
controllers which are controlled in a co –ordinate manner, in a multi-line
transmission systems.

 Series controllers provide independent series reactive compensation for each
line but also transfer real power among the lines via the power link.
 The real power transfer capability of unified series controller ,called as “Inter
Line Power Flow controller”, makes the balancing of the real & reactive
power flow in the transmission line and there by resulting in maximum
utilization of transmission system.
APPLICATIONS:
Interline power flow controller (IPFC)
a. Voltage control Reactive power control
b. Transient and dynamic Stability Voltage stability
Damping oscillations

3.4 COMBINED SERIES –SHUNT CONTROLLERS :
 The figures shows combinations of series and shunt controllers , which are
operated in a co-ordinate manner .

 In the combined shunt and series controllers the current is injected by the
shunt

controller and the voltage is injected by the series in the line by the

series part of controller.

 In case of the link Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC). where the shunt
and series controllers are unified .making it possible for the exchange of real
power between the series and shunt controllers

.

UNIFIED POWER FLOW CONTROLLER (UPFC)
APPLICATIONS:
Unified power flow controller (UPFC
c. Active and reactive power control Voltage control VAR compensation
d. Transient and dynamic Stability Voltage stability
e. Damping oscillations

MCQ- POST-TEST
1. Full form of FACTS is ___________
a) Flexible AC Transmission System
b) Full AC Transmission System
c) Flexible AC Transmission Synchronism
d) Flexible AC Termination System
2. The power flow can be controlled by
a. Impedance
b. Angle
c. Injecting of voltage in Series
d. All of above.

3. Full form of SSSC is ___________
a) Static Synchronous Series Compensator
b) Static Synchronous Surge Compensator
c) State Synchronized Series Computer
d) Self Synchronous Series Compensator
4. Which among the following is not a type of FACTS Controller.
a)
b)
c)
d)

Series
Shunt
Combined Series Series Controllers
Combined Shunt Shunt Controllers

5. In shunt compensation ………………. Of the system is controlled
a.
b.
c.
d.

Voltage
Current
Phase angle
Frequency

6. In Series compensation ………………. Of the system is controlled
a.
b.
c.
d.

Voltage
Power
Phase angle
Frequency

7. Which of the following is an example of Shunt Compensation
a.
b.
c.
d.

TCSC
IPFC
UPFC
SVC

8. Which of the following is an example of Series Compensation
a.
b.
c.
d.

TCSC
IPFC
UPFC
SVC

9. Which of the following is an example of Combined Series Series Compensation
a.
b.
c.
d.

TCSC
IPFC
UPFC
SVC

10. . Which of the following is not a function of FACTS device?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Control of power flow as ordered.
.increases the losses
. Increase the loading capability of lines to their thermal capabilities,
Increase the system security

CONCLUSION
Thus in the

fundamentals of FACTS Controllers along with the importance of

controllable parameters and types of FACTS controllers and their benefits along with
their applications were discussed.
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ASSIGNMENTS
1. What is the necessity of compensation?

2. Why is a flexible AC Transmission System Needed?
3. Explain the objectives of FACTS controllers in the power system network?
4. Write short notes on different types of FACTS controllers?

